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Go Within and Drink the Nectar
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
hymn of Guru Angad Dev Ji
Maharaj is presented to you.
1t is worth paying attention to. You
should listen to this very carefully and
with all your attention; because the
Saints and Mahatmas, the Beloveds
of God, do not come into this world
for any one particular [religious] community. They do not come into this
world for any one community or any
one country; They do not come into
this world to rule over any particular
place.
They come into this world for all
mankind, for the whole of this world.
And Their mission in coming to this
world is only to connect those souls
with the Shabd Naam on whose forehead it is written that they will meet
Almighty God, and in whose fate it is
written that they will do the devotion
of God. So Their mission on this earth
is only to connect those souls with
the Shabd Naam who have been chosen by God Almighty. And Their mission also includes taking those souls
back to the Real Home, Sach Khand,
from where the souls were originally
separated.
Master Kirpal Singh Ji always used
This Satsang was given on Januay
28, 1989 at Sant Bani Ashram, Village 16 PS, Rajasthan.
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to say that the perfect Masters are not
bound to any one particular place or
any one community. He also used to
say that Masters are not attached to
any one particular family. It is only
because we, for our own interest, bind
the Masters to a particular place or
community that we say that the Masters were attached to that family; but
it was not the case. It was we who
created a community or sect in the
name of those perfect Masters Who
were not attached to any community
or family.
In Rajasthan it is a usual practice
to take someone as a brother- or sister-in-faith, and this is my personal
experience, because I have lived a
long time in Rajasthan. There were
many people who used to come to
see me and there was one woman who
used to come and see me for a very
long time, and she wanted to be my
sister-in-faith. But she was hesitating
in asking me to do that. So she went
to somebody else and she requested
him, "You should tell Sant Ji that He
should take me as a sister in faith."
But those people did not want to convey that to me. But finally, she found
someone who was an initiate of Baba
Sawan Singh, and he also had been
coming to see me for a very long time
and he was very devoted. So she told

him, "Please ask Sant Ji to take me as
His sister, because this is my desire
for a very long time and I want to be
His sister-in-faith."
So that dear one, with hesitation,
came to me and he conveyed the desire of that woman. And 1 said, 'Well,
it's all right. She is my sister-in-faith,
but does that mean that everybody else
in this world is not my sister or not
my brother?" I told him. "For me everyone is alike. I understand that everyone who has been born in this
world is either my sister or my brother, because I see that the same God is
working within everyone."
At that time I was not initiated into
the Five Words. I had only the Initiation into the first Two Words and I
used to do the meditation. But because I was concentrating at the Eye
Center and I had realized at least this
much - that God Almighty is the
only One Who works within everyone, and for us everyone should be
the same - I told him that for me
everyone is alike. Because whenever
the Masters come into this world,
They know that the same Lord is
working within everyone, and our soul
is of the essence of that Almighty
God; and our soul is pure and innocent. If there is any difficulty, if there
is any mischief, that is in the mind.
And Masters never pay any attention
to the mind; They always look at the
soul. And because of the soul, They
understand the whole world as belonging to Them.
Masters have a very big heart;
They are very generous. That is why

it doesn't matter if you call Them as
your Brother, your Friend, or your
Father. In whatever way you want,
you can address Them and They will
not mind that, because They are the
only Ones Who have real sympathy
for us. If we are in difficulty - if we
have [any] pain - They feel our pain,
They feel the difficulty. And, in fact,
They are the only Ones Who help us
in this world as well as in the world
beyond. Because you know that as
long as we are living in this world,
whatever pains or difficulties we have,
our Master feels those pains and difficulties which we have. And even
after we leave this world Their sympathy for us does not stop. They are
always sympathetic to us and They
will never leave us until They have
taken us back to our Real Home.
The leaders of all the communities and the religions agree on this
fact - that we cannot get the liberation without doing the devotion of
Naam. Even though they know the
importance and the greatness of the
Naam, still they do not make any efforts in finding out from where they
can get the Naam. They do not have
any idea that Naam is that Power
which is pervading everywhere and
Naam is the Cause of the Creation.
Even though they know that without
Naam they cannot get the liberation.
still they do not make any effort, they
do not take any pain. to find out from
where they can get the Naam.
Dear Ones, to utter the word
"Naam" is very simple, because it is
a very short word. And in Punjabi. if
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you want to write it down, it only
takes two letters of the alphabet. But
it is the Cause of the whole Creation;
it is the Life of Almighty God, and it
has created and it is sustaining all the
Khands, Brahmands and all the grand
regions of this Creation. And nothing
happens in this world without the
Power of the Naam. It is like the word
"ocean" which seeins to be a very
small word; but you know that it is
very difficult to measure the depth,
length, and width of the ocean. It is a
very huge thing. In the same way,
Naam is not a very small thing. It is
the Cause of all Creation, and it is the
only thing which is creating and maintaining the whole Creation.
So here Guru Angad Dev Ji Maharaj says, "0 Lord, Those Who have
been blessed by Your grace, Those
Who have been given the honor that
They will get the Naam, that within
Them the Naam will get manifested,
and that They will become the Form
of the Naam - They will do the meditation of Naam. Only those dear ones
Who are destined to get the Naam
and those in Whose fate it is written
that They will do the meditation of
Naam - They are the only ones Who
know what the Naam really is."
Those blessed ones do not paint
Themselves or wear the saffron-colored clothes to show people that They
have the color of the Naam. Outwardly They live like normal worldly people. But in Their within They are dyed
in the color of the Naam; They are
always in tune with the Naam.
We worldly people, our minds are
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colored with the color of the seiisual
pleasures and all the worldly pleasures. And that is why, whether we
are awake or sleeping, we are always
thinking about the worldly things; and
those worldly pleasures and the color
of those worldly things never leave
us. But the blessed Mahatmas, the
Masters, are colored in the color of
Naam and that is why Their color of
Naam never fades away; it always remains there. And day and night,
whether They are sleeping or awake,
no matter what They are doing, They
are always in tune with the color of
the Naam; They are always dyed in
the color of Almighty God.
Kabir Sahib says, "Those who
have been dyed in the color of Naam
by the Satguru, Their color never
fades out. Day after day their color
becomes brighter and brighter."

Those who are blessed with the
Glory of Your Naam, 0
Lord, You always remain in
their within.
Nanak says, There is only one
Nectar; there is no other
Nectar.
Often I have said that it is all created
within a person that this person will
get Naam and will have faith in the
Master; that this person will rise above
the body consciousness and his attention, his soul, will go inside and he
will become the Form of Naam; that
he will have faith in the Master and
will become perfect in the meditation
of Naam.

We know that this factor [or symbol] of Naam is prepared in almost
all religions, in their own ways, of
course. In the Christian world they
make that blessed water which they
call "the water of life." And before
making it as the water of life, before
blessing it, they read out something
from their holy book. In the Sikh religion they recite the five major banis
from the writings of the Masters, and
they also move a small swordlike
thing in the water, and they say. "Now
it has become the nectar." Another
way of doing it is to invite five respectable people whom they call "the
five dear ones." And they recite the
five different banis and they bless that
water and make it like the nectar of
Naam. In the Muslim religion they
also make a water which they call the
"water of life," or "abaye hayat." And
in doing that they also read something from their holy book. In the Hindu religion they also make a parshadlike thing, the nectar of Naam, and
before doing that they also recite from
their holy writings.
So the meaning of saying this is
that in almost all religions this nectar
of Naam, which is described in almost all the holy books, is prepared
by people in their own ways and in
their own languages.
Every religion claims that their
way of preparing the nectar of Naam
is the best and that it is the only valid
way of making the nectar. But when
we read the writings of the Mahatmas
- those Who went within, those Who
really drank that Nectar and became
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the Form of that Nectar - when we
read Their banis, then we come to
know that They say something else.
Guru Angad Dev Ji Maharaj says.
"There is only one Nectar. There cannot be so many different kinds of Nectar. There is only one kind of Nectar,
and that is within us. When we lift up
the veil of mind, we can drink that
Nectar."
Guru Sahib says. The Nectar is
in your own home; but the mamnukhs
cannot know its secret. It is like the
deer which has the musk in him, but
he cannot find it out, he cannot take
any advantage of it."
Guru Ramdas Ji Maharaj says.
"You run in all the nine doors, but all
the pleasures, the tastes, which you
get in the nine doors are tasteless. If
you want to taste the Nectar, go to
the Tenth Door." He says that when
we run through all these nine openings of the body, whatever pleasures
we enjoy have no taste in them. He
says that if you want to taste the real
Nectar, you should rise above these
nine openings. When you open that
Tenth Door and go to the Par Brahm,
there you will get the real Nectar to
drink.
The Munis searched for this Nectar, many men searched for this Nectar. Even the gods and goddesses
searched for this Nectar. The prophets, angels and many great people
searched for this Nectar; but nobody
became successful. Guru Amardev Ji
Maharaj talks from His own experience. He says, "The Nectar for which
the men. the demons, the angels. the
"
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prophets and the gods and goddesses
were searching - I got that Nectar of
Naam through the grace o f my Master. I got this Nectar when the Master
showered grace on me, and with His
grace. I made the True One dwell in
my heart."
Further He says, "In our within is
a deep well o f Nectar. And those who
know how to take it out, they take
out that Nectar and satisfy themselves." He says that God Almighty
has placed a huge well and a great
fountain o f Nectar [in our within].
Unless w e withdraw our attention
from all the outside things and g o
within, we cannot get that Nectar.
Guru Angad Dev Ji Maharaj says
that even though this source of Nectar is in our within we cannot get it

just by our own efforts. Unless the
perfect Master showers grace upon us,
we cannot g o within and get this Nectar.

Now He says that those blessed ones
went in the within, they drank that
Nectar. they were convinced, and they
got satisfaction. And such blessed
ones are those for whom God Almighty already wrote in their fate that
they will go within and will get to
drink that Nectar.

Dear Ones, we have come to the
Master only because it was written in
our fate that we would come to the
Master. And Masters have showered
grace upon us: They have given us
the Naam Initiation and They have
told us how to drink that Nectar which
is already within us. Now it becomes
our responsibility, our duty, to withdraw our attention from all the outer
things and concentrate within, so that
we may make our soul drink that Nectar which at present is being drunk by
the mind and maya.

Why praise the creature (or the
things done)?
Praise the One Who has treated him (or done the things.)
Guru Angad Dev Ji Maharaj says,
"Why praise the things which God
Almighty has created? Why praise the
things which God Almighty has given to us for our comfort and convenience? Why not praise that Almighty
Lord Who has created all those things
and Who has given us all those things
to enjoy?"

Nanak says, There is only One
God. There is no one else.
Now He says that God Almighty is
the only Giver and we should praise
only Him. Because there is no one
else in this world who can be the Giver, that is why there is no one else in
this world who is praiseworthy. 'That
is why we should only praise that one
God Almighty Who is the Giver.
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Guru Sahib says, "The gifts are
dear, but we have forgotten the Giver." He says that, unfortunately, we
love the things which we have been
given by God Almighty and we forget the One Who has given us all these
things. And instead of getting attached
to the One Who gives the things, we
get attached to the things which He
has given.

Praise the Creator Who has
created all.
Praise the Giver Who gives support to all.
Now He says, "Remember that God
Who has created this whole Creation."
You see how God Almighty has created everything. He has made the
suns, moons, stars, and He Himself
has made the rules and regulations when the sun has to rise and when it
has to set; how the moon has to come
out and when it has to disappear. You
know that God Almighty has made
all these rules and regulations Himself, and according to the rules and
regulations which He has made, everything is functioning in this world:
how people are born and how they
leave the bodies. Everything is happening according to the perfect rules
and regulations which God Almighty
has made.
So that is why Guru Angad says
that we should remember that Almighty God Who has created this Creation and we should praise only Him.
We know how He has created different kinds of creatures - He has made
SANT BANI

the animals, human beings, and everyone - and He has made food for
all those creatures; and He has made
the digestive systems of the animals
according to the food which they were
going to get; and everything is working and functioning perfectly. We
should be very grateful and we should
praise that Almighty God Who did
not let us stay in the bodies of the
lower animals, the insects and other
creatures, and Who graciously has
given us this human body, [raising
us] out of the other lower bodies.
Furthermore, He has showered so
much grace upon us that He has given us the secret and He has taught us
the practice through which we can do
His devotion and go back to Him and
to the Real Home. So that is why here
He said that we should be grateful to
Him. Because of all His grace, we
should be grateful to Him and we
should remember Him and praise only
Him.
We people talk a lot about philosophy, and we can even explain theories to others in a very impressive
manner. But it is very difficult to become what we talk about; it is very
difficult to live up to the words which
we speak.
Because both the mind and the intellect are ignorant, and we always
try to understand things on the level
of our mind and intellect, our mind
cannot convince us about so many
things. And that is why many times
we are not able to grasp the thing
which our mind does not understand.
Once a scholar or pundit who had
April 1998

studied at Kashi University came to
Kabir Sahib to argue with Him. He
said, "I do not believe in the God
about whom you talk so much and I
do not believe that God has created
this Creation. I know and I believe
that it is the human being who has
created the other human beings, and
all that we see is the creation of the
human beings, and the thing whom
you call as God does not exist."
So Kabir Sahib lovingly asked
him, "Tell me one thing, 0 Dear One:
Who has painted all these bright stars
and suns and moons which you see in
the sky? Can you tell me who is the
painter, who is the creator of all these
things?" And then Kabir Sahib Himself said, "Maybe you will say that all
those things are shining there because
of the sky. But can you tell me who
has made the sky to stand there and
what is the support of the sky? So
you will have to believe that there is
some Power, there is someone Who
has created this Creation and Who is
maintaining all this Creation."
Nanak says, He is always Alive.
His treasure is always full.
Now He says that God Almighty gives
His support to every creature no matter where he is born. Whether he is
born in the rocks or whether he is
born under the earth - no matter
where any creature is born, he gets
the support of Almighty God. And
fiu-ther He says that God Almighty is
the only thing which remains in this
world, in this Creation, forever. Even

ly in the G w u Grr1rit11Suliib
how God Almighty is the only
Being. the only Power, which
remains there even when nothing else exists.
He says that He is the lndestructible Being and He is Allpervading. He is the One Who
is not born from any mother.
He is the One Who is not destroyed by anyone. He is there
by Himself and He always remains there.

In the first few lines, Guru Angad Dev Ji Maharaj sang the
importance of the Nectar, and
then He sang the importance of
that Almighty God Who has
created this whole Creation.
Now He is singing the praises
and the importance of the
Naam, Which is the most valuable treasure of all treasures.
Our mind is wandering here
when the Khands and the Brahn~ands and there like a wild deer and it is not
the divisions and the other things getting any satisfaction or contento f this Creation - are destroyed in ment, no matter what thing he gets in
the Dissolution and Grand Dissolu- this world. Naam is the only thing
tion, still the Power of God Almighty. which brings contentment and satisor God Almighty Himself, is the only faction to our mind. When we do the
One Who remains there. Guru Arjan meditation of the Naam, when we reDev Ji Maharaj has written very clear- peat the Naam with all our concentra-

-
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tion and attention, our mind ceases to
wander and we get contentment.
May I utter the Naam of the
One Who is unaffected by
maya, so that I may go home
with honor.
He says that there is no peace or contentment in enjoying any worldly material. There is no peace in enjoying
power. There is no peace in enjoying
youth. If there is any peace and contentment, that is only in doing the
meditation of the Shabd Naam, that is
only in repeating the Naam. So that is
why here He says that when we do
the meditation of the Shabd Naam,
we get peace and contentment, and
that Almighty God, Who is unaffected by maya, also dwells within us.
The word of the Gurumukh is
the Naam. May that Naam
reside in my heart.
By remembering the Satguru
the bird-like [ever-flying]
mind comes under your control.
Whatever banis or words the Saints,
Mahatmas, or Sadhus, utter, They always sing the praises of the Naam.
Only by doing the devotion of the
Naam can we prevent our mind from
wandering here and there and running here and there. Guru Angad Dev
Ji Maharaj said that if we would do
the devotion of the Naam, it is possible that the mind, who is wandering

here and there like a wild bird -even
when you are sitting here, it is here,
and in another moment it is somewhere else - so He says that if you
would do the devotion of Naam, it is
possible that your wandering and your
wild running mind would stop from
running and it would come and remain still.
Nanak says, Only if He becomes
the Gracious One He can
make our mind attached to
the Naam.
Why do we have to do the meditation
of the Naam and why do we have to
go to the Masters? Why do we have
to obey the instructions of the Masters? He says that we can please that
Shabd Guru Who is residing within
us only when we do the meditation of
the Naam and when we work according to the instructions of the Master.
And only by doing the meditation of
the Shabd Naam can we bring our
mind under our control, and also
please Almighty God and get the real
peace and contentment.
So in this brief hymn Guru Angad
Dev Ji Maharaj lovingly told us how
even though that Nectar is within us,
we cannot get it out and we cannot
enjoy it without the grace of the perfect Master. So that is why, according to the instructions of the Master,
we should also do the meditation of
the Shabd Naam, go within and drink
that Nectar which is within us.

Integration through Self-Knowledge
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji

1

f you want to regain your happiness then - "Know Thyself." Tulsi Sahib once said, "Yes, brother, the
whole world is full of woe from one
misery or other, be it physical, financial, or mental." He was asked if anyone at all is happy, and He said, "Yes,
the devotee of a Sant."
Who is the Sant? A Sant is one
who has realized Himself - that He is
a conscious entity, a drop of the Ocean
of All-Consciousness, by which the
machinery of the whole physical system functions. If a factory runs on power, then the different departments get
contact with that power through various switches. Each department can be
shut down operationally by switching
off its supply of power. If the main
switch is thrown, then all the machinery will stop. Like this, the machinery
of the man-body has different departments, all of which are alive and fimctioning because of us - the soul consciousness. Our whole being is alive
because of our "Self."
You must have experienced many
times that when we are deep in thought
over something, and the attention or
s w a t is directed and focused in a par-

This is the translation of a talk given
by Master Kirpal in Hindi on the
evening of April 2. 1973, at M m a v
Kendra, Dehra Dun, India.

ticular place, we are not aware of the
sounds around and will not even hear
if someone speaks directly to us. When
asked why we have not heard a certain
thing, we would reply that our attention was elsewhere. So if the attention
is not connected with the sense of hearing, the ear is as good as deaf. If a
man is in deep thought and a person
passes near him, even though he passes in front of the eyes. yet the eye will
not register and the person will not be
recognized. These departments of the
physical system are the five senses.
which can only work through the power of attention. In other words. everything is working on the strength of the
soul.
The Masters have realized or solved
this profound riddle of life. and They
naturally advise the people. "0 man.
know thyself- who you are, what you
are, what your connection is with the
physical form and the world. and what
that Controlling Power is which keeps
you in the body." Those who have
found the answers to all these questions through spiritual experience are
known as Sant, Sadhu. Mahatma. etc.
These forms of address do not imply
any particular outer action, or the wearing of yellow, blue or green clothes:
only that person can be truly addressed
as such who has actually realized himself. When He chooses, at will He
SANT BANI

works through the body's machinery;
and whenever He feels so inclined, at
will He rises above it all.
So how can we become happy? Our
attention, which is an expression of perfect bliss, emits that happiness when it
is attached to something, and that happiness remains as long as the attachment lasts. When the object of attachment is removed, or the attention is
directed elsewhere, the expression of
happiness ceases. There is no juice in
a bone, but if the dog cuts its jaws on
the sharp edges, he will enjoy the taste
of his own blood. When the attention
becomes attached to something it becomes the very image of that object,
and enjoys it. It has the ability to do
this because its nature is all bliss. With
all that bliss available, yet we have no
peace . . . can there be a cure for such
a predicament?
The Masters say that those who desire true happiness should take up the
service of the Lord. This means in fact
to surrender oneself to Him. To gain
this perpetual happiness, some direct
contact is required: "He who never
dies" - When you are in constant
touch with That, there can be no sorrow. Such is the Complete Supreme
Lord, Who is ever-existent. And where
is He? He is the Maker of all things
and exists in all things; and furthermore He is the Controller or Controlling Power in all things. That Power
which controls the world has tied us to
this physical form and has placed us
here in the world. But sadly, "In the
same company, in the same house, but
they do not converse together. " The
two brothers - the soul and God reside in the same dwelling, but the
April 1998

tragedy is that the soul knows not how
to talk to Him. Why is this? Because
that outer expression of the soul - the
sumt or attention - through connection with the mind and the senses has
become the image of the physical form
and considers himself to be the physical form alone. It can see the situation
clearly only by withdrawing itself from
these shackles.
One must come to know oneself.
All Masters who have come, either in
the East or the West, have recommended the same cure - "0 man, awake!"
The ancient Greek and Roman philosophers said the same thing, in their
own language, and so did the Persian
sages: "0 man, you may have known
so much about everything, but if you
have not known your own selJ;you are
a fool. " Man has learned so much at
all levels, physically and intellectually, but if he knows nothing of his own
self, and the Power which controls him,
then it really amounts to ignorance and
failure. Guru Nanak declared very
clearly, "0 Nanak, without knowing
yourse2JI the illusion will not be
erased. What is this illusion from
which one cannot escape? It is something not apparent in its original form,
but seen only in some other form. The
soul is Sat, Chit, Anand - ever-existent, all wisdom, and perfect bliss but through contact with mind and
senses it has become the image of the
body and surrounding world. The body
is made of matter, and matter is perpetually changing, so the body and the
world which is also made of matter,
are both changing at the same rate. If
we are identified with them, subsequently we will presume that all is sta"

tionary. This is a grand optical illusion. The Masters tell us therefore that
the one and only means of solving this
enigma is to gain knowledge of the
self, in truth. Commonly man tries to
achieve this by his feelings or by drawing inferences, but these two methods
are both subject to error. Seeing is
above all, and seeing is believing. The
subject of scientific self-analysis has
been grossly derided and scoffed at,
but just consider: this is my watch., I
place it here; this is my waistcoat which
I can remove; then if this is n ~ ybody
and these are my senses and this is my
mind and intellect, can I rise above
them all and separate myself from
them? This is the only true way to
know oneself.
In the Gurbani it is written that only
by the Gum's grace can you unravel
yourself. The Guru is a realized soul
Who has already solved this mystery
of life and Who can give one a demonstration of how to rise above body consciousness as a beginning. He will teach
one to still the mind and senses. Then
there is the question of the soul's Companion; for when you come to know
who you are, you will realize that you
are not the controller of all this machinery of the body, and that there is
some greater Power which controls not
only your being but the whole world
and all Creation. These two companions which reside in the same house
do not converse because one has taken
on this illusory image of the world and
its environments, through the constant
outgoing expression of the faculties.
The soul must withdraw from this outgoing expression and it will then be
able to see within itself. I see you all

before me, but only if I look back can
I see those who are sitting behind me.
It is all but a play of the attention withdraw that attention from outside
and invert within.
When Bulleh Shah went to Shah
Inayat he asked, "How can God be
met?" Shah Inayat replied. '"What is
there to meeting the Beloved? Just uproot it from here and plant it there!"
This means one should withdraw the
attention from without and focus it
within. You must first concentrate within yourself, and then you will come to
know that you are really a conscious
entity - a soul. It is this lack of realization of what we really are that
causes us to direct our whole outlook
on life from the body's level. This is a
very powerful delusion. So when the
Masters come, they show the student
how to rise above. The Hindus used to
have a special ceremony to make small
children "twice born" at the ages of
five, seven, and nine years; they would
see light of the Sun within. Even today
that custom continues - they give the
Gayatri Mantra - but these days only
the mantra is given, without the inner
practical experience. All true Masters
say the same things. When Nicodemus,
a respected Pharisee leader. came to
Christ to pay homage, Christ told him.
"Except a man be born again. he cannot see the kingdom of God." Nicodemus was puzzled at this - he could
not understand how an old man could
re-enter the mother's womb and be reborn - but Christ was adamant: "Ye
must be born again," and explained that
"flesh is born of the flesh and spirit of
the Spirit." Nicodemus was wonderstruck at these teachings. and Jesus reSANT BANI

minded him that he was a leader of the
people and yet he did not know these
things. We must be reborn. To be reborn is to rise into the Beyond. Learn
to die so that you may begin to live.
What is Spirituality? It is no spiritism, no spiritualism, no hypnotism, no
mesmerism. It is purely a subject of
self-analysis - of knowing one's self
and of knowing the Overself - seeing
Him face to face. And the ABC of
Spirituality starts when you rise above
body consciousness. Plutarch says that
those who are initiated into the mysteries of the Beyond have the same
experience when leaving the body as
the soul has at the time of death.
The one whose soul has experienced
the Lord - whose soul, by self-analysis, can distinguish the difference between the mind, the matter, the outgoing faculties, through experiencing that
Power which is controlling within and
without - can be termed the manifested God in man. The Master is the
very image of Truth. He knows Himself for what He is, in truth, and He
experiences the Lord within Himself.
His senses are inverted and withdrawn
from outside. People normally withdraw only at the time of death to the
position behind the eyes, then rise
above the body and travel into the Beyond; at which time an awakening occurs and the soul suddenly knows who
it is, and sees the Power that controls
everything. The competence that enables us to do this at will can be learned
only in the man-body and in no other
form. This is the real reason why man
is accepted as the highest expression
in creation. But mind is under the influence and power of the senses, un-
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fortunately, so the soul has forgotten
who she is, and has also forgotten the
Life Sustainer. You can say that illusion is just another name for forgetfulness, and this forgetfulness began when
the soul first took on the physical form.
It is true we have got a body, but we
are not the body; and when one rises
above the body consciousness one's
whole angle of vision automatically
changes. So rising above the body is
the ABC of Spirituality. It is the first
step toward achieving the true meaning of the word yoga - when consciousness is separated from matter.
Further into the Beyond there are many
mansions in the house of our Father.
The Lord is in the physical form; he
who searches shall find Him. There is
the physical plane, the astral plane, and
so many others beyond that. Spirituality actually means to know oneself by
analyzing the spirit from mind, senses,
and intellect; when you rise above
these, the Life Sustainer is apparent.
The whole world is in fear of death;
yet he who lives, cries. Why should
we all fear death? It is no bugbear; it is
merely a change. I have come from
Delhi to this place (Manav Kendra) so I am not in Delhi, I am here. Death
is but a word which means to rise above
the physical plane. The sun sets in one
place and rises in another; just like a
transfer.
The children used to be taught this
self-analysis, which they called giving
the Gayatri Mantra; but when the personalities who gave practical experience left the world, the people made
these schools and colleges which we
call religions, and the labels of which
we wear. They were formed with a no-

ble purpose that more people might
benefit; but really the true benefit was
received only during the lifetime of
those practical personalities. With the
dearth of these competent people, the
preachers of the stomach took over and
the Truth was forgotten. The solution
to this tragic plight? To rise above the
delusion we live in - to rise above all
forgetfulness to discover that the soul
is the entity of the Lord and the
Lord is all love. Love's nature is to
join to something; and the soul, being
consciousness, should have rejoined
the All-Consciousness, but became involved with the world instead. This is
attachment, and wherever your desire
lies, there will you be attached. One
great Master says, "0 soul, you can
discern the Truthfrom untruth; Receive
the Truth and absorb it unto yourseK"
Another Master prays, "Lead mej?onz
the unreal to the real. "
What will happen if you rise above
the body? You will experience an elevation. People are fearful of death because they do not know how to rise
above, which is a very natural yoga.
This natural method was taught to children from the age of five years up; but
unfortunately, when the competent people leave the world, people become
worshipers of the past. If a blind man
leads a blind man, surely both will fall
in the ditch. In the ages past, only those
men were authorized to preach to others who first led a chaste life for 25
years and studied fully the Vedas and
Shastras; then lived as ordinary householders and brought up one or two children; then, after bringing up their children, they left family life for some
lonely place to try and experience that

which they had read and studied. At
this point in life, they would try to
unravel the great mystery of life. and
those who succeeded would return to
go around teaching the people what
they had experienced. This is the real
sanyas - true renunciation: but these
days preaching has been turned into a
profession.
The Truth is already there: the basis of all teachings is the same. and
that Truth is absolute. When the Absolute Lord came into expression. He was
known as God and by other names. He
is in fact Nameless, Soundless, Wordless, Formless. His expression is also
known as Naatn or Name. Shabd or
Word. Regarding the attributes of the
Word, it has been said that Naanz is
the Sustainer of Khand and Brahmand.
We have also in the Bible. "In the
beginning was the Word, and the
Word was with God, and the Word
was God. " After this, the whole creation came into being. So God is the
innate Nature in man. When He wished
to become from one to many, there
was vibration, and from that vibration
emitted forth two aspects. Light and
Sound. So God is in the form of Light.
and God is Sound Principle, the Music
of the Spheres. If you make a careful
parallel study of all religions. you will
uncover the same basic teachings in
all. Even the Greek philosophers spoke
of these things. Socrates referred to the
Sound that he heard, which took him
to a new world. Plato also mentioned
it, as the Music of the Spheres. Pythagoras told of the Harmonies of all Harmony, and Truth Clothed in Light. The
great Persian sage Zarathustra called
the Light the Unstruck Fire, and the
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Sound Sarosha.
It is written* that when Lord Buddha was about to leave His body at the
time of death, He called His disciples
and asked them how they had attained
the golden samadhi. Each one recounted how he saw the Light and heard the
Sound. Lord Buddha exhorted, "Hear
ye all, ye coming generations: the way
back to golden samadhi is through intrinsic hearing." It is mentioned in the
Vedas and Shastras, and the great Masters like Guru Nanak, Kabir, and others have all said the same thing in different languages. All have declared the
true path to be the one of Light and
Sound. So these are the two paths within, and they proceed from the Absolute Lord. The Lord is not this, He is
not that - He is nothing that can be
described - but this is the way back
to Him, the path that Masters have
taught through practical and scientific
experience. All have stressed the importance of this inner experience. If I
do not see with my own eyes, I cannot
believe even my Guru's words. With
all his enthusiasm, still the student's
belief is a blind belief, unless he sees
for himself. And - the Light is born
in the Guru's company.
Temples are dome-shaped; they are
made on the model of man himself.
You will find symbols of Light and
Sound inside all temples. Church spires
are usually nose-shaped, again from the
man model, and they also keep symbols of Light and Sound therein. The
gurdwaras of the Sikhs used to have
these symbols, but nowadays they are

* In The Surangama Sutra. See the Master's book Naam or Word, pp.43-63.
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used on certain special occasions only:
then they put a lighted lamp on an upturned pitcher and beat a drum while
the lamp bums. So these symbols are
found in most of the religious places,
and they represent the true Light and
Sound of God which already exist within the manbody.
Guru Nanak went to Persia, among
other countries. A certain priest there,
named Hukam Din, asked him, "You
are a very big fakir; you must have
seen God; please describe His home to
us." Guru Nanak replied, "Yes, I have
seen," and began to describe the human form; concluding by saying that
at the top of God's house He Himself
is resounding. Unfortunately, the world
is sleeping: man either does not know
how to enter the "foxhole of the brain,"
or if he does happen to enter he does
not know how to proceed and progress
further.
A true Sikh is one in whom the
perpetual Light is burning; he is called
a khalsa [the pure one]. To wear the
label of any particular religion signifies that one is studying in some school;
but only when the true Light of God is
effulgent within can one be termed a
disciple. We are really all worshipers
of the Living Light, and the company
of the Guru can make that Light apparent. The human form is the temple,
mosque, or church in which this Light
of Truth is shimmering. God has made
all men with the same outer and inner
construction and each is the same conscious entity. While the companion resides within, the body lives; When the
companion leaves, the body crumbles
- and who cares for it when the soul
has left it? But now we are imprisoned

in this form of matter.
Everything is controlled by Naam;
With great good fortune it is experienced. Where is this Controlling Power, which is called Shabd, Word, Naam,
or Kalma? The Masters explain in very
clear words: The Giver of all sorts oJ
happiness, the Water of Lge, is called
Naam; In this body it resides. When
can you meet the Naam? When you
withdraw from outer environments and
transcend them. Then: Full of nectar
sweet is the limitless Naam. There is
an immense intoxication in Naam.
When Guru Nanak was once in the
company of Emperor Babar, the king
offered him a cup of strong intoxicant,
but the Guru said, "0 Babar, if you
drink this in the morning the effect
wears off by evening, and if you drink
it in the evening, the effect has gone
by morning; but I have an intoxicant,
the effect of which is perpetual." The
intoxication of Naanz, 0 Nanak, inebriates day and night. It is the Bread
and Water of Life, which many Masters have described by the terms
"Light" and "Sound." It is the very
basic principle of all teachings and forever remains the same.
During the lifetime of Guru Nanak
and Kabir Sahib there were two principal religions in India, but the followers were but worshipers of labels. Each
group declared they were better than
the other. Kabir Sahib came and proclaimed, "Neither are we Hindu nor
Muslim, just think of both as one."
Guru Nanak, who was his contemporary for many years, said in similar
words, "Neither are we Hindu nor
Muslim; Allah, Ram, is the very breath
of this body. " The Hindu tenn Ram

and the Muslim term Allah are both
given to that Lord or God who 1s One.
for all; the One who has given life to
all forms. They looked at Guru Nanak
and said, "Brother. you have the label
of a Hindu, but what are you?" He
explained to them that, even though he
was wearing a label, he was not that
kind of a Hindu; neither was he a Muslim in label only, like them. He said.
"My body is made ofJive elements, in
which the invisible u playing. "
The matter of which the body is
made consists of five elements. and
we, the soul, are the consciousness vibrating within it. Other than this. we
are worshipers of that Power which
controls us in the physical form. So
we should remain in our own religion,
for all the basic teachings are the same.
Lovers are hundreds, but the Beloved
is one and the same. Caste and culture
also varies, but our work remains constant; and you can call this right understanding. There is really no high
nor low - all mankind is one - and
all have the same God-given privileges: intellect, mind, body, senses, etc.
We have evolved considerably intellectually and physically through worldly sciences; so why are we unhappy?
Because in the third part of man's nature, there is no progress - we are in
fact grossly ignorant of that. Those who
profess knowledge of the spiritual part
of man actually have acquired merely
an intellectual knowledge; they have
no practical self-knowledge, no knowledge of self-analysis. It is an ironic
situation - we are supposed to be the
drivers of all this machinery, but we
are ourselves being driven like anything. The outer enjoyments drag our
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senses. and the senses control and influence the mind. To know oneself is a
very basic necessity; it is the only practical science, taught by Masters, which
will take us out of this forgetfulness.
You may know that I was elected
President Of the World Fellowship of
Religions from 1957 onwards. Through
this organization many differences were
smoothed out between the religions.
Previously, the conditions were so bad
that members of some sects would not
take even water from the hands of another sect. They did not care to see
each other's faces. They would not attend each other's religious gatherings.
Now it is much improved; they do sit
together and talk together, as a result
of the regular conferences which were
held for a number of years. However,
a great danger has developed. The
brothers who now lead the WFR conferences want to promote their own
isms, and as such each religion wants
to make a huge pillar: all Hindus
throughout the world should become
one, all Christians should become one,
all Muslims should become one, all
Buddhists, and so on. How can this be
true integration?
So I have started this Man Centre.
All Masters have stressed that the
whole of mankind is one, the true caste
of man is one; so we must first become true human beings. After this,
we can call ourselves by any label we
like. But we are first man; that is, we
are soul - a conscious entity within a
physical form. That entity is a drop of
the Ocean of All-Consciousness and is
the power that drives us. All religions
teach that the one Power works
throughout all creation. There is a dif-
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ference, however, in each individual's
approach, and depending upon that approach, so a person gains that much
understanding. Each preacher has a certain amount of understanding, which
attracts certain followers -this is how
the various classes are formed - but
when misunderstanding, bigotry and
narrow-mindedness are added to this,
then brother becomes separated from
brother. In truth, there is only one God
and only one species of human being.
When the Masters come some of
the people gain right understanding.
With right understanding we begin to
have right thoughts, and with right
thoughts we begin to speak right, and
subsequently to act right. In the ages
past, kings and emperors had a guiding principle: to act on the advice of
wise sages in their courts. History has
confirmed this. These sages, you can
say, had control of the people's hearts,
while the government controlled only
the physical forms; for whatever laws
and decrees were passed were formed
out of the advice and approval of these
wise spiritual men. They fiom their side
considered everything for the welfare
and the good of the people as a whole,
and with fill consciousness they were
able to see the true situation. For the
rulers, one word from a sage was
enough. Rulers can control bodies only,
whereas a sage can control the hearts
of all.
Knowing oneself is not an experience at the level of feelings, nor at the
emotional level, nor at the intellectual
level of drawing inferences. All knowledge at these levels is subject to error.
Seeing is above all, and this means to
have knowledge of the self through

self-analysis, by rising above the body
consciousness to see the Truth. Maulana Rumi once prayed, "0God, send
us the Mereifid One (the Guru), Who
will tuke us out of this physical box "
Seeing begins when by the practical
science of Spirituality you rise above
the body and are able to see the working of the Controlling Power. Kabir
Sahib remarked quite confidently, "I
rejoice in that which the whole world
fears." All glory and beauty lies within
you; why be afraid of death? Guru
Amar Das says, "The whole world is
afraid of death; all are searching for
life. " There are two reasons for this
overwhelming fear. One is that a man
does not know how to leave the body,
and the second is that neither does he
know where he is going when he does
leave. This is because he has not solved
the mystery of life - which is not
a simple problem, and yet with the
Guru's grace it can be solved without
effort. If through His grace one gets to
know oneself, then not only will one
act on the Lord's orders, but will recognize them for what they are. One
becomes a conscious co-worker of the
Divine plan. Then you can say that
your life has been successful. We can
be conscious of that Power at death, or
- if we learn to rise above at will in life. An unbeliever once put a notice on his door: God is nowhere. When
he lay dying in his room, a small child
came to the door and read aloud the
notice: God is now here. The dying
man replied from inside, "Yes, child, I
do see now that there is some Power."
So if we could only rise above the physical body, we would see that same Power controlling all things, including us.

This is a science, which can only be
learned in the human form.
Today is specially commemorated
to the Integration of Mankind. for
which noble purpose all Masters have
been forerunners, and it is no new aspiration. This Man Centre, with all its
aims and principles, is also not new.
You can see there is no edifice here.
either temple or other building of worship. There is simply the earth beneath
and the sky overhead. and this is the
biggest temple one can find! Then we
all have the true temple of God - the
man-body. With the Guru's blessing,
one sees that the temple of God is
within. We will solve this mystery of
life in the company of those who have
already solved it. Our poor soul has
retrograded to the level of mind and
senses, and is therefore unable to do
anything of its own strength - it has
become an image of the world. Whatever actions we perform, we say, "Oh.
we have done this, we have done that."
This indicates we are at the mind and
sense level. Being at this level, all we
do will be from the same level. We
can see this for ourselves, from our
own actions. How then can we rise
above on our own efforts? It is not
possible. Many people have got some
background, and they do see some
Light; often they seek medical treatment, not understanding what it is.
They need guidance, for understanding and for further progress - into the
Beyond.
There is but one test or criterion
to distinguish one who has solved
this mystery of life. He must give a
demonstration to show us how to rise
above body consciousness: and the
SANT BANI

Third Eye must be opened to see the
Light of God. Christ said, "Those that
hear, hear not; and those that see, see
not. " Kabir says, "This world is blind;
I f there were one or two I could make
them understand, but all around I see
only the blind. " Who is blind, from
the Masters' point of view? He is not
blind who has no eyes on his face that is not the real blindness: He who
does not see the Beloved is blind.
When he sees, he sings, and that
song bears fruit. To first see and then
sing praises is vastly different from
singing praises by hearsay or bookish
knowledge. Guru Amar Das, after more
than 70 years of intense searching and
performing many different practices,
came to the feet of Guru Angad, and
then only was he blessed with the true
knowledge. What did He say in this
context? "One who praises God without seeing is like a blind man." If a
blind man describes the sun, we know
that his description is intellectual, for
he has never seen it. Do not believe
until you have seen with your own eyes.
It is the prayer of the imprisoned soul
which cries out, "0 Lord, when we are
the image of the world, how can we
see?" But in the human form we can
awaken. The Upanishads tell us,
"Awake, arise, and stop not until the
Goal is reached." If so far we have
not awakened, when do we think we
are going to do it? Those who do wish
to awaken are told by the Masters, "Develop love for God; be conscious." We
say we can see only the world; living
in its society, enjoying every minute
- we are too involved and become
identified with it. How can we love
God unless we see Him? For that we
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are advised to Take the Satguru's teaching. And who is the Satguru? The one
who has experienced the Truth; the
mouthpiece of Truth or God; the very
image of the Truth, who knows the Sat
Ptu*ush. This kind of personality can
be termed a Satguru. By meeting a Satguru, one sees. The third or single eye
is opened; and how? When you put your
attention on the inefJi-Ebleplace beyond
all outgoing faculties, you will see the
Lord within. Focus your attention within the Shiv Netra - the Single Eye and the eye of the Light will be opened.
In these few words you have the basic
teaching.
A man once asked Baba Sawan
Singh Ji that, since Masters come to
awaken the souls, why did He not start
a new sect for that purpose? Hazur replied that since there were already so
many wells, why dig another? There
are more than 700 different sects in
operation, and each is basically the
same; they have forgotten the fact,
that's all. Wherever there is true yearning for God, Nature's laws work, just
as oxygen is there to help fire. God
made the same arrangement for the
child born 6,000 years ago to be nurtured with mother's milk, as He is doing for the children born today. Do
you think this law will change in the
future?

The Guru appears when the seeker
is ready. Kabir Sahib advises that a
man should not be a hypocrite, with
one thing in his heart and another on
his tongue. If he has not received anything he should admit it frankly, and
not lead others astray. He should not
hide his faults with cunning words, and
in his mind should be a desire to

give selfless service and express
only humility. When St. Augustine was
asked what the steps were to realizing
God, he replied, "First is humility, second humility, and third - humility."
If you have some humility to start with,
you will go to someone to learn something; otherwise each man is nursing
an egoistic pride in himself. Even if he
goes to learn, without further humility
he will not receive; for only the cup
which is lower than the pitcher will be
filled. Whatever a person knows, he
knows; by going to learn more.. he will
not lose the knowledge he already has.
When you go to someone, listen. He
may say something which is not within your knowledge. The cup which is
lower than the pitcher will be filled.
God is within each and every one, and
He knows all. The child who is longing for a glimpse of Him will have the
special arrangement made for him to
meet the realized soul. "Rejoin me back
to God - anyone!" He is already in
each being, and that is where the reunion takes place. Mv Beloved resides
in each fomz, there is no place wlthout
Him; but blessed is he in whom the
Lord is manifested. Although God is
in us all, yet He is not manifested in
all, for due to the scattered attention
man has become the body and the
world of matter. The realized soul, the
manifested God-in-man, withdraws that
scattered attention and gives it an upliftment - a way up - and at that
point he gives the contact. This is the
first step toward solving the mystery
of life.
This special day is for the Integration of Mankind, and at Manav Kendra, the Man Centre, the aims and

hopes are the same: it is nothing new.
There are no religious symbols here.
'This does not mean I do not favor the
religions - I will remain in mine, and
you remain in yours. We have taken
the first step, for man is a social being
and should remain in some social formation; otherwise, either corruption
will set in, or some new sect will have
to be formed. But while living in one's
religion and within one's religious
teachings, one should be sure to achieve
the aim and purpose for which we
joined. That aim is to realize God. I
have started a library here, to hold volumes of all religious scriptures. etc.
One should be a credit to one's religion. The school's name shall be honored from which the largest number of
children graduate. That is why religions
and sects were made. Our most noble
aspiration is to become as perfect as
our Father in heaven. All these things
I learned by sitting at my Master's feet.
and also through a parallel shtdy of
religions.
I was earnestly seeking when but a
young student. Being a voracious reader
of books, I saw that there were three
main principles of life, and this very
idea came into my heart. First is manmaking, which is the highest. The second is man-service, and the third is
land-service. We already have the spiritual gathering. Ruhani Satsang, in
which the principle of man-making is
upheld. This was my mission, through
the grace of God. Whatever I have understood I have placed before you.
Now, man-service and land-service
have been added.
Years ago, I used to occupy my
spare time before and after office hours
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in visiting the sick, in hospitals and in
poor localities. We have started here a
hospital for the poor those who cannot afford the proper treatment for their
ailments. They will be helped, for the
rich can afford treatment anywhere. We
h a ~ ealso opened a home for old people. for those ~ v h ohave no means and
no one to support them. They can live
here and thew last days may be spent
in peace. In land-service, wc have started a section for agriculture, dairy development and husbandry. Guru Nan3k was a great farmer towards the end
of his Ilfe. Thcse various schemes are
all in the make. There is a n i u ~ i s r r ~ v ) 1ur. around which thc people can sit in
peaceful meditation. It is oval-shaped,
350 feet long and 200 feet wide. Dur- many. Our President, the Hon. Dr. V.
ing the early morning and evening peo- V. Giri, came here to spend a schedple sit around the water in remembrance uled 15 minutes, but he staycd instead
of God. Nature itself has supplied the for 45 minutes. I outlined what is bewater-sourcc here; otherwise wherc ing done here, and he spoke very highcould you get so much water in Dehra ly of it and said. "It is God's work."
Wc are all brothers and sisters, but
Dun'? We get a very powerful flow of
we
should have thc right understandwater from this spring. A bathing pool
has been built nearby, and a separate ing - as man, as soul. as worshipers
one for the ladies. The library has start- of the Lord - that we arc all a one,
ed. and we are also considering start- and that unity exists already. but we
ing a school of languages, that our have forgotten it. The Masters keep
thoughts map reach others and theirs coming to revive this. to remind us of
may come to us. Everyone is realizing this old, old truth, but we go on forthat thc present system of education is getting. In a few words, whatever I
a defcctivc system. There should be a have understood, I have placed the facts
moral base to all education, and I have before you. Live in your own religion;
two or three schemes for this. When it is not necessary to change it, for
thc Finance Minister came here to in- each one was formed with il noble puraugurate the Manav Kendra Education pose. But it is most necessary for us to
Plan, he liked it very much. Thc scheme know the essential teaching which lies
is based on the old style which was set within our religion. Know that and you
will sec for yoursclf that all men are
up in the universities of the past.
So this is all a very humble start, basically the same. and the inner way
resulting from the loving efforts o f to that knowledge is the samc for all.
-

When the winds wail
The mighty trees fall
The enemy is close at hand
Raise the Sword of Simran
We must stand our Ground
The footing is slippery
If we can't move forward
At least don't fall back
Raise the Sword of Simran
We must stand our Ground
When the news came
The earth shifted and the Lovers wept
The Battle rages on
Raise the Sword of Simran
We must stand our Ground
When the dark clouds gather
Look beyond to the Sun
Love of Naam will sustain us
In His Will let us stand our Ground
RYAN KORNEGAY
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He Always Protects the Disciple
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
Okay, now you can ask your questions.

I have two questions. One is that
when a soul commits a sin which
seems small and she is so badlypunished, first in hell and then again in
this world by having a bad l f e or a
body of a low creation - why is
this sin, which is committed in maybe half an hour over heve, punished
over there for maybe over a thousand years? For example, I heard
on a satsang tape that indulging in
lust one time has an effect thirtythree thousand years long. This is
the first question.
[Sant Ji chuckles after hearing the
question.] You know that the Laws
of Nature are such that they cannot
be changed. The Laws of Nature are
imitated in this world and that is
why the laws which people have
made in this world are also unchangeable.
The Laws of Nature cannot be
challenged. It is better for us to bow
This question and answer session
was given September 25, 1983 at
Sant Bani Ashram, Village 16 PS,
Rajasthan, India.
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down in front of the Laws of Nature and accept them. It is better for
us to remain in the will of Nature.
You know that if there were no
severe punishments for the sins
which we do, there would have been
corruption everywhere in this Creation. Nobody would allow another
person to live in peace, and nobody
would bother to respect other people.
Here, if a thief steals someone's
things, it takes him only a few moments to steal things which the other person would have earned or collected by working so many days or
months. In the same way, it takes
about twenty or twenty-one years
for a child to grow up and become
a young boy. If someone murders
him, it takes only a moment to kill
that person, but just consider how
much his mother had to suffer while
giving birth to that child. Consider
how much effort and how much time
was spent in bringing that boy up.
It takes only one minute, or even
less than that, to shoot that boy, but
just consider for how long that boy
had worked hard, and the efforts his
parents made to raise that boy.
In order to keep the souls in His
control, God has created hells, heav-

ens and many other planes. And
even after going to the hells and
heavens and the other planes, and
even after suffering a lot as a reaction of her deeds, still the soul says,
"No, it is not like that. I will not be
punished for this small sin which I
am doing." But she does not realize
that God is within her all the time
and He is watching every single
deed that the soul is doing.
The seed of a tree is a very small
thing; it looks very small. But you
know that out of that seed come the
leaves, the branches, the trunk, and
finally it becomes a very big tree. If
we go on discussing and arguing
about this - about how is it possible to bring out leaves, branches and
trunks from that little seed - it is
like splitting hairs and we will get
nothing out of it. But if we think
about it and if we consider how that
seed grows and how the branches,
trunk and leaves come out from that
seed, we know that when we nourish the seed, all these things come
out.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to
tell a story very often about a man
who, while he was walking, did not
see that there was a well and he fell
into that well. When another person
who was passing by heard the cry
of the person who was in the well,
he tried to help him by putting a
rope down the well. He told him to
catch hold of it and to climb the
rope and come out. But instead of
holding that rope and coming out,
26

the person who was in the well started asking questions: "Who made
this well?" and "Who broke the
fence around this well?" and "How
many more people can fit in this
well?" He started asking such foolish questions. At first the person
who was trying to help him was very
patient and loving; he answered
some of his questions, but when he
asked, "How many more people can
fit in this well?" the helper became
angry and he threw down the rope,
saying, "Many more fools like you
can fit in this well!"
Just think, if that man who was
in the well had first climbed out
from there with the help of the other person, it would have been much
better for him. After coming out, he
could have asked many questions
about the well, and the person who
was helping him would have been
very happy to answer all his questions. But that person did not first
come out; he did not solve his problem first. Instead, he was worried
about other people.
So in the same way, we all are
in the deep well of this life. We
don't have any idea how deep this
well is and we don't know how to
come out from it. Masters have
come into this world and graciously
They have taught us how to come
out of this well. So if we satsangis
all meditate and obey the commandments of the Master, go within, open
the inner veil and go in front of our
Shabd Master and ask Him these
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questions it will be much better for
us. If we ask such questions, without coming out of this well of the
life into which we all have fallen, it
is not less than foolish, because we
are not less than the person who was
in the well, who did not want to
come out, and who instead went on
asking questions.

May I ask the second question then Y
Sure. [Much laughter]

I'm sorry for this second [question];
it's a little rebellious. In South
America, Master said that f b y mistake the soul of a disciple is taken
to hell by the Angels of Death, the
Master comes and liberates the soul.
Now how can that be? - that in the
Kingdom of the perfect God and
in the law of equilibrium that there
can be a mistake? That makes me
disappointed and even a little bit
uncomfortable and angry. If God
Almighty is perfect and everything
is in His Will, then how can there
be a mistake? I'm afraid I'd be the
one the Angels of Death will grab
andput in the hells by mistake.
You did not try to understand what
I was trying to say in that Satsang.

[Questioner responds, "I'm sorry. "1
The soul does not make any mistake when she reaches Sach Khand,
but when we come down from Sach
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Khand into this world, when we are
in the human body, we make mistakes. And because we are living in
the kingdom of the Negative Power, if because of our mistakes and
bad deeds, the Negative Power takes
our soul and puts her into the hell,
the Master is still a gracious Being.
And because He has initiated us, it
becomes His responsibility and duty
to liberate us. That is why He goes
into the hell and brings us back from
the clutches of the Negative Power.
But I would say that the son who
carries his own burden, who works
for his own self, can be a good son,
can be a loyal son to the father.
In Sant Mat also the same principle applies. We should also become good sons of our Master, of
our Father. No doubt the Master is
happy carrying our burden on His
shoulders, but it is not good for us
to put all our burden on the Master.
Always remember, as both Master Sawan Singh and Master Kirpal
Singh used to say, that the Negative
Power does not give any concession. He does not spare any karma.
Either the disciple has to pay the
karma or the Master has to pay it.
About the condition of the disciples, we already know that whenever we are a little bit sick, if we
have even a little bit of fever, we
always pray to Master and tell Him
to lift that pain up from our body.
Because Master loves us, He does
not mind carrying that burden on
His body. But we should never do

such karmas whose burden our Master will have to carry. Although He
will not complain in carrying the
burden, it is not good for us to go
on putting the burden on the Master.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to
tell a story about a soul who went
into hell. He used to say, "Baba Ji
ordered me to go to the hell to bring
that soul back from the hell and
when 1 went there, I asked that soul
if she could remember the Simran.
She replied that 'No,' she could not
remember the Simran. And then I
asked her if she was hearing the
Sound Current, to which she also
replied that she was not hearing it.
So then I told her to follow my
voice. And when she followed my
voice, gradually she told me that she
could now remember the Simran and
the Sound was also coming. And
following that Sound and my voice,
she came out of the hell and then
she reported, 'Now I can see how
the souls are suffering in this hell.'
You see that the disciples make
the mistakes and by their mistakes,
they go to the hell. And since the
Masters are gracious Beings, that is
why, in order to liberate the souls,
to liberate the disciples, the Masters have to go in the hells.

should remember, that unless you
manifest your Master in your within, you cannot reach the different
levels. You can never even dream
of going in the higher planes. Because it is the Master Who will take
you to the different planes, to the
different levels, in the inner journey, in the inner world. You cannot
go there by yourselves.
Swami Ji Maharaj said, "The
Shabd will open to you with the
grace of the Master and the mighty
Master will pull your soul up."

Does Master ever allow one family
member to share the burden and
szdfering of another family member
if they pray for that? I was wondering, because I've been praying for
my son, who is so sick. When I left
America and when I came here, I
got very sick and was going through
a lot of s ~ f f e r i n gand wondered if
that could maybe alleviate what my
son was going through.

"

Could you explain, do you need to
see the living Master within before
you can reach the different levels?
This is something which all of you

The thing is that if the prayer is
made with a sincere heart, sometimes it is heard and it works. But
regarding this, Master Sawan Singh
Ji used to tell a very interesting story about one old woman whose
granddaughter was always sick. Because that girl used to remain sick a
lot that old woman would always
request Almighty Lord, saying, " 0
Lord, may I have the pain of this
girl and may I suffer on her account." Many times she would even
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say, "May the Angel of Death come
and take me instead of her." Once it
so happened that a cow came from
outside and it was looking for some
food in the kitchen. She put her
mouth into the pots, one after another. The cow's head got stuck in
one pot and then the cow could not
see anything, so she was running
here and there in the kitchen. You
know that the bottom of the pot was
black. When that old woman saw
that beast, she thought that it was
the Angel of Death for whom she
had been praying. So at once she
said, "No, no, no! I am not the
one for whom You have come! You
have come for the other one and she
is in the other room."
So the thing is that we may say
outwardly that we are ready to suffer the pain of our family members,
but you know that when the pain
comes, it is very difficult to bear. It
is very difficult to suffer the pain
on the body. We cannot even suffer
the pain of our own karmas, what
to talk about suffering the pains of
others' karmas. Outwardly we may
say that we are ready, but when the
pain comes, only then do we know
how difficult it is.

It will be better to meditate than
to pray like this, because your meditation will help your son very much.
It is like a part of worry in which
you are involved.
You say that when one meditates,
you shouldn 't think, but Ifind that
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it is very sweet to remember You,
and so I was wondering whether this
is something that disturbs the meditation or whether it is counted as
valtiable remembrance.

Well, it is good to remember the
Master, but it is much better to remember what the Master is saying
and what the Master has told us to
do. That is why Master Kirpal used
to say, "Respect my words more
than my body."
So, when I meditate I can't think of
You?

Instead of that, do Simran, because
if you will do Simran, you will come
closer to me.
For me, it is easier to think of You.
[Sant Ji laughs.] But it is very important to obey what the Master is
saying. You should do Simran.
When You answered the second
question it came to my mind, something we were talkmg about amongst
ourselves, and that is we shouldn't
put too much burden on the Master.
I would like to know . . . how far
can one expect You to take care of
things, and how much are we allowed to decide for ourselves, remembering also that we have to surrender in time to the Master?
You should read Sant Bani Maga-

zine and the writings of Master Kirpal. You will get a lot more knowledge about these things in those
books.
What does Master not know about
us?
[Sant Ji laughs.] It is a matter of
understanding. Master knows everything about us, but He does not exhibit His qualities. He does not show
that He knows everything about us.
Master Sawan Singh Ji used to say
that Masters know everything, but
still They behave like an innocent
child. Even though the Master
knows everything about us, still He
likes to hear from us, because He
wants us to form the habit of speaking the truth.
Regarding this, Master Sawan
Singh used to give an example of a
woman in Peshawar who used to
have knowledge of many men and
women in her area. She would sit
outside her home and whenever any
man or woman would pass by her
house, she would taunt them. She
would say, "You have come from
that woman," or, "You have come
from that man," and she would point
out their bad qualities. It so happened that after some time, nobody
wanted to go through that street
where her house was.
So Master Sawan Singh Ji used
to say that if, like that woman,
Saints also start pointing out the bad
qualities which we all have, then

nobody would go to the Saints. Nobody would even want to come near
the Saints. In the same way, if They
go on telling our good qualities and
praising us, then also there is the
danger of egoism coming. When
egoism comes, then all the good
qualities leave us; and if a disciple
is praised a lot by the Master, egoism will come and he will go away
from Sant Mat. So that is why Masters neither point out our bad qualities, nor do They praise us. Even
though They know everything, but
still They don't point out our bad
qualities.

She would like to know how come
Master never comes and eats with
s a
us, or chats with us, or c o ~ z efor
wulk with us.
[Sant Ji lazighs.] Well, I always eat
with you, I always walk with you.
I'm always with you, I always love
you. If you don't understand and
feel that, it is not in my controi.
Once food was being distributed
to the sangat and Master Sawan
Singh was sitting among them, and
at the same time, the sevadar who
used to cook food for Master Sawan
Singh had also fixed some food for
Him. After fixing His food she came
and she told Master Sawan Singh
that the food was ready and He
should come and eat it, otherwise it
would get cold. At that time, all the
people to whom the food was given
were sitting in the remembrance of
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the Master, and they were offering
the food internally to the Master,
like we do before we start eating we remember the Master. So Master Sawan Singh told that sevadar,
"You see, all these people are offering their food to me. Now, without eating, I am content, I am satisfied, so I don't need to eat any other
food."
At the time of eating, or before
going to bed, or when we are going
out for a walk, or doing anything
like that, we should develop the habit of remembering the Master. If we
will remember the Master at the
time of eating, or before going to
bed, or walking or relaxing, many
times you will feel Him sitting with
you, eating with you, talking with
you, and walking with you. And if
you develop such a habit then you
will be saved from many sins which
you may do unknowingly. If you
have made the habit of remembering the Master all the time, before
eating or before sleeping, then many
times you will see that if you are
about to do any bad deed, He will
hold your hand and He will save
you from committing that deed.
Master is a gracious Being and
He protects the disciples moment
after moment; when He sees us
eating, only then does He become
happy. There is no time when the
Master is not paying attention to
the disciple. He is always with the
disciple, but our mind is not content. Our mind does not believe
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that Master is always with us.
I have told many stories about
Sunder Das, the initiate of Master
Sawan Singh who used to live with
me. He had a brother, whose name
was Jagar Singh. His brother had
the habit of smoking the hookah.
So once Sunder Das requested Master Sawan Singh for him. He said,
"My brother does not give up this
bad habit of smoking. You should
shower grace on him." So Master
Sawan Singh asked him why he was
not giving up the habit of smoking.
He replied, "I don't feel like smoking when I come into Your presence, but otherwise, whenever I am
away from You, I always feel like
smoking and I fall into that bad habit."
So Master Sawan Singh told him,
"Okay, you promise that you will
not smoke in my presence," to
which he said, "Yes, I promise that
from now on I will never smoke in
Your presence." After that, once
when he went to Ganganagar, he had
left his hookah in his home, so he
went to a shop to buy some cigarettes. In that cigarette shop there
was a big mirror. So while he was
asking for the cigarettes he saw in
the mirror the Form of Master
Sawan Singh. Master Sawan Singh
was holding a stick and He was
about to hit him. So when he saw
that Form of Master Sawan Singh,
he remembered his promise and he
didn't buy the cigarettes. After that,
when he went back to his home.

again he started feeling like smoking the hookah, so he filled up that
pipe and took that hookah and he
started going to his fields. On his
way he saw Master Sawan Singh
with a stick. He wanted him to
throw that hookah away, but he did
not throw it away, so Master Sawan
Singh hit him with that stick and he
fell down, and the hookah was broken. Many people came there; they
thought that maybe some ghost had
attacked him, because they could not
find anyone there who had hit him.
But he said, "No, no ghost has
come. It was my Master, Master
Sawan Singh. Because I had prom-

ised that I would never smoke in
His presence and I was going to
smoke in His presence. That is why
He came and He punished me." And
then he told them the incident which
had happened in Ganganagar also.
When Jagar Singh used to come
to the Kunichuk [ashram], many
times he used to tell his story of the
hookah and he used to tell the sangat how the Master is always with
the disciple.
So after giving the Initiation the
Master does not become careless.
He always remains with the disciple. He is always within the disciple, and He always protects him.
SANT BANI
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